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ABSTRACT
Background: Hypertension is a disease thatcan causes death as much as 12.8% worldwide. Hypertension is a silent killer that
causes complications in Hypertension patients. Complications can be prevented by using anti-hypertension drugs. The aimed of
this study was to describe the pattern of drug utilization in several Public health centers in Medan.
Method: This non-experimental study involved 109 hypertension patients using cross-sectional methods. Samples were
collected at several health centers in August and September 2020 using convenience sampling techniques.
Result: The results showed that the single drug type that was most widely used in this study was the Calcium Channel Blocker
(CaCB) group (57.8%). The most widely used combination antihypertension drugs were Calcium Channel Blocker (CaCB) and
Angiotensin 2 Recep`tor Blocker (ARB) (15.6%).
Conclusion: Based on the study results, it can be concluded that the pharmacologic management of antihypertension uses a
single anti-hypertension drug (monotherapy) is more than the use of combination drugs (polytherapy).
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INTRODUCTION

H

ypertension is a disease that causes death as much as
12.8% worldwide. The number of hypertension
patients
according
to
World
Health
Organization(WHO ) in the world in 2013 was 600
million people. WHO estimates that there will be an increase
in cases of hypertension by around 80% by 2025. 1
Hypertension is a silent killer disease. Hypertension causes
complications such as causing kidney disease, heart disease,
stroke. Therefore, hypertension can cause patients to
experience premature death.2
Hypertension complications can be prevented by nonpharmacological and pharmacological therapy. Nonpharmacological therapy involves making lifestyle changes
such as losing weight, reducing stress, avoiding alcohol,
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exercising, and getting enough rest. While pharmacological
therapy is carried out using blood pressure-lowering drugs.3
Antihypertension drugs are classified into five categories,
namely calcium channel blockers, diuretics, sympathetic
inhibitors, direct arterioles vasodilators, and angiotensin
antagonists.4This study was conducted to determine the
pattern of use of anti-hypertension drugs in several health
centers in Medan.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Partisipants
This non-experimental research used a cross-sectional
method that was conducted at several health centers in
Medan. The number of patients included in this study was
109 patients using the convenience sampling technique.
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The inclusion criteria for patients in this study were
outpatients, aged ≥ 18 years, diagnosed with hypertension,
and had used the drug for 2 months. While the exclusion
criteria were pregnant or lactating women and patients
undergoing hemodialysis.

Hypertension management can be initiated by administering
monotherapy drugs. Monotherapy drug administration aims
to reduce systolic blood pressure by around 7-13 mmHg and
reduce diastolic blood pressure by around 4-8 mmHg.
Whereas the use of a combination of two antihypertension
drugs aims to reduce systolic blood pressure> 20 mmHg or
reduce diastolic blood pressure> 10 mmHg to achieve the
targeted blood pressure.5The choice of antihypertension
therapy must be made appropriately. If the use of therapy is
carried out inappropriately, it can lead to therapy failure,
complications, increased medical costs, and even death.6

Data on drug use in patients were analyzed by univariate
analysis to describe descriptively the patterns of drug use in
these patients.
Ethical consideration
This research was approved by the USU Faculty of Nursing
Health Research Ethics Committee with number 2178 / VII /
SP / 2020. All patients who participated in this study signed
informed consent as evidence of willingness to become
respondents.

In this study, data collection was carried out on the use of
antihypertension drugs used by hypertension patients who
went to Teladan and Amplas health centers in Medan. The
use of drugs in hypertension patients is grouped into two,
namely the use of monotherapy drugs (single) and
polytherapy (two or more drugs) can be seen in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Hypertension is a chronic disease that requires
pharmacological therapy to control blood pressure.

Table: 1.Table number of drug use.
The number of drug use

Frequency (n=109)

Percentage (%)

Monotherapy

81

74,3

Polytherapy

28

25,4

diuretic to control blood pressure.5In this study, the use of
polytherapy drugs in this study was only 25.4%.

In this study, it is known that the use of monotherapy drugs is
more than the use of polytherapy, namely 81 people (74.3%).
According to The Eighth Joint National Committee, nonblack hypertension patients are recommended to use a single
antihypertension drug class Calcium Channel Blocker
(CaCB), Angiotensin 2 Receptor Blocker (ARB),
Angiotensin Converting Enzym Inhibitor (ACEI) or thiazide

The pattern of use of antihypertension drugs by
hypertension patients based on the class of drugs used can
be seen in table 2.

Table: 2. Distribution table of antihypertensive drug use patterns
The number of
drug use
monotherapy

polytherapy

Anti-hypertension Drug Class

Percentage (%)

CaCB

64

58,7

ARB

14

12,8

ACEI

2

1,8

Beta Bloker

1

0,9

CaCB+ARB

17

15,6

CaCB+Diuretik

2

1,8

CaCB+ACEI

1

0,9

CaCB+ Beta Bloker

1

0,9

ARB+Diuretik

2

1,8

ARB+ Beta Bloker

1

0,9

CaCB+ARB+Beta Bloker

4

3,7

The type of monotherapy drug (single) that was most widely
used in this study was the Calcium Channel Blocker (CaCB)
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Frequency (n=109)

class of drugs totaling 64 people (58.7%). Weber et al.,
author of Clinical practice guidelines for the management of
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hypertension in the community: a statement by the American
Society of Hypertension and the International Society of
Hypertension, recommending the use of monotherapy drugs
with a simple regimen for hypertension patients.7 The goal is
that patients can easily manage their time to take their
medication and so they don't forget to take their medication.
Because of, increasing age, the risk of developing
hypertension is getting higher. In this study, the single most
widely used type of monotherapy was amlodipine (CaCB).
This is consistent with the recommendation of Weber et al
because amlodipine is a drug with a once-daily regimen.7The
use of valsartan/irbesartan from the ARB class is the most
widely used monotherapy drug after amlodipine. This is also
following the recommendations of Weber et al because this
drug also has a simple regimen of use, which is once a
day.7According to JNC 8, the CaCB class of drugs is an
antihypertension drug used for coronary heart disease and
diabetes mellitus patients. These drugs act by inhibiting the
influx of calcium into arterial smooth muscle, causing
decreased peripheral resistance and causing vasodilation.5

The most common use of multiple drugs (polytherapy) in this
study was a combination of Calcium Channel Blocker
(CaCB) and Angiotensin 2 Receptor Blocker (ARB) at
15.6%. The choice of this combination is following the
recommendations of the JNC 8 guideline because the
combination is made from two different drug classes.5 This
recommendation is also consistent with the recommendation
of Weber et al.for the administration of a simple drug
regimen to patients.7 This combination of Calcium Channel
Blocker (CaCB) and Angiotensin 2 Receptor Blocker (ARB)
is a once-daily regimen. This reduces the risk of patients
forgetting to take antihypertension drugs.
The purpose of the combination of CaCB and ARB is to
increase the effectiveness of the drug. According to research
by Wanet al, a combination of CaCB and ARB gave to
patients can reduce the risk of stroke, oxidative stress, arterial
rigidity, and vascular aging.10
CONCLUSION
Based on the study results, it can be concluded that the
pharmacologic management of anti-hypertension uses a
single anti-hypertension drug (monotherapy) is more than the
use of combination drugs (polytherapy).

Research by Nasution A. et al.at four health centers in Medan
showed that the most widely used drug in 107 patients was
Captopril. Another study conducted by Astana Putri et al. at
Sanglah Hospital showed that Captopril was also the single
largest therapy used in 56 research subjects.9The purpose of
using Captopril according to JNC 8 is to avoid metabolic side
effects in long-term use. Besides, the ACEI class of drugs
also has a protective effect on the kidneys. But unfortunately,
the most common side effect of captopril is causing a dry
cough.5
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